Remove into Vth form Biology Vacation Work – Summer 2020

The Biology department have produced flashcards that aim to test your knowledge on a variety of Biological key terms that you have met during your Biology lessons in Shell and Remove.

As your vacation work, you will need to learn (refresh your memory of) these key terms and their definitions in advance of your start up test in September. This test will be a 30-minute recall test.

You can access the quizlet flashcards for your revision here:

“Summer Vacation Quizlet for Biology (Double)”: https://quizlet.com/_6q91ig

“Summer Vacation Quizlet for Biology (Triple)”: https://quizlet.com/_6q8ym1

Please make sure that you revise from the correct set, depending on whether you are doing the Double or the Triple award.

In addition, we highly recommend that you spend some additional time consolidating any topic you have found difficult over the past year. A logical approach to this would be:

1. Read the relevant pages of your CGP revision guide.
2. Attempt some of the revision questions located at the end of each section in your CGP revision guide.